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---------------------------------------------------------------------***-------------------------------------------------------------The greatest amount of online learning need to
Abstract-With the expeditiously increasing popularity of
economic activities, a enormous amount of economic data is
being collected. Although such data offers excellent
opportunities for economic analysis, its low quality ,great
volume and high dimensionality pose great challenges on
efficient analysis of economic big data. The existing
techniques have basically analyzed economic data from the
viewpoint of econometrics, which contains limited indicators
and requires prior knowledge of economists. When
considering large varieties of economic factors, these
techniques yield unsatisfactory performance. To tackle the
challenges, this paper presents a new framework for
proficient analysis of high dimensional economic big data
based on innovatory distributed feature selection, here we
have considered E-commerce web portal sales order data.
The framework combines the methods of econometric model
construction and economic feature selection to reveal the
hidden patterns for economic growth analysis of Ecommerce Portal.
Keywords-feature selection,
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1. INTRODUCTION
Econometrics is a field of economics based on
approximate relationships between economic variables. It
make use of statistical methods, areas of mathematic such
as linear algebra and calculus, and even in computer
science to theoretically test economic theory versus real
world data. Up until relatively recently, datasets were little
enough it was easy to gather and form the data without the
use of advanced computational methods, but with the
accessibility of big data sets, opportunities have arisen to
test some really specific theories against large data sets in
one go, which is useful. Feature selection is one of the main
techniques used in data mining. In rebelliousness of its
results, most learning of feature selection is small to batch
learning. Unalike to existing batch learning methods,
online learning can be elected by an encouraging family of
well-organized and scalable machine learning algorithms
for huge-scale approach.
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regain all the assign features of concurrent. Such a simple
circumferential are not changeless for real-world
applications when statistics
legend is of highdimensionality. The problem of Online Feature Selection
(OFS) is that online learner is permit to maintain a
classifier which concerned only a little and fixed number of
features. Online feature selection is to make exact
prevision for an object using a very small number of active
features. Feature selection is usually a divide procedure
which cannot benefit from result of the data exploration. In
this paper, we suggest a unsupervised feature selection
method which could reprocess a specific data exploration
result. Furthermore, our algorithm precede the thought of
clustering attributes and unite two state-of-art data
analyzing methods, that’s maximal information coefficient
and affinity extension. There are different existing
methods identify the response factors related to economic
development having a base on past experience and directly
embody them into function to build the correlations with
economic growth, overlooking the indirect event caused by
other factors related to them. Besides, the existing
methods depend so much on the knowledge of economists
and encompass limited indicators and records for analysis,
without fully viewing the essential characteristics of highdimensional economic data. Therefore, they cannot
effectively reveal the wallop of response indictors on
economic development. Background And Challenges- To
design a novel framework, which will search the hidden
relations between economy and indicators from a new
angle and extract the useful knowledge from economic big
data to derive right insights and results based on an
innovative distributed feature selection framework that
integrates advanced feature selection methods and
econometric methods.
Challenges:
1. Feature selection algorithm implementation help of
weight analysis and Pairing of Features,
2.Classification of Features.
3.Economical Model preparation
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for a moneymaking goal, opt for the interfaces to be able to
aid reap that purpose, and pick an implementation
technique that supports the purpose inside the interface.
Scope :
1. Instance speciﬁc Attribute Values Prediction System
2.Recommender System in E commerce Application.
2.1Problem solving approach :

Fig 1.Architecture of proposed system

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SCOPE:
The increasing economy related activities provide
a wide range of indicators and records for economic
analysis. Facing such large amount of data, how to detect
useful information from it has drawn extensive attention
in academia and industry. We aim to provide an efficient
way to bridge the gap between data analysis methods and
economic big data in real word. Speciﬁcally, it consists of
two major tasks:
Task 1 : Feature Selection. Let A = a1, a2, ..., am be
a corpus of m economic indicators. Among these m
indicators, there are m features more relevant to economic
development than others. And they can be grouped into k
clusters according to their internal relevance. We aim to
select the m features and partition them to k groups c1, c2
...ck with the representative features as centroids.
Task 2 : Econometric Model Construction. For
each cluster ci, we aim to conduct III correlative analysis
between the representative feature and other related ones
to generate relational model. By combining all the models
based on collaborative analysis, we can establish the
economic prediction model. The framework will certainly
be extended to incorporate future purposes of
recommender programs. For implementers, the paper
presents a technique of creating picks among the many to
be had purposes and technologies. An implementer can opt
© 2017, IRJET
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This integration effectively solves the several
major problems associated with recommendation of data
mining tools including the enormous effort required in
pre- processing of the data before it can be used for
mining, and making the results of mining in the actionable
form. The tight integration between the three components
of the architecture allows us for the automated
construction of a data warehouse within the Analysis
component. The shared meta- data across the three
components is further solves this construction, and
coupled it with the huge set of mining algorithms and
analysis tools (like visualization, reporting and OLAP) also
it increases the efficiency of the knowledge discovery
process in the world. The tight integration and shared
metadata also make it easy to deploy results and
effectively closing the loop. So finally we presented
several challenging problems which are useful for further
enhancement.

3. RELATED WORK:
3.1 Implementation status
Feature
selection
aims
to
process
multidimensional data by detecting the relevant features
and discarding the irrelevant ones. Effective feature
selection can lead to reduction of measurement costs yet
generate a better understanding of the original domain.
With respect to different selection strategies, feature
selection algorithms can be classified into four categories
namely the ﬁlter, wrapper, embedded, and hybrid
methods. This distributed feature selection methods and
econometric models for efficient economic analysis, which
can reveal the valuable insights from the low-quality, highdimensionality, and huge volume economic big data.
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3.2 Performance measures

Are selected; // I is the importance of the a-th attribute for
clustering.

4. ALGORITHM & TECHNIQUE
The attributes with the higher-ranking value contain more
information of clusters than others, namely they have
powerful impacts on typical economic phenomena
analysis. The detailed algorithm to select the important
attributes from a data set is summarized in Algorithm 1. In
Algorithm 1, the neighborhood radius is initialized. Then
the representative economic records named as cluster
centers are selected. Then calculate the importance of
attributes for preserving the correlations among records in
clustering.
Algorithm 1 : Important attribute selection
Input: Data matrix X ∈ ℜn×m, and parameter ε , σ.
Output: Important attributes and cluster centers for X.
1: Initialize the neighborhood radius r =
n

||
j 1

– j ||
( – )

|





Apriori Algorithm: to generate all frequent item set




, and Euclidean

Impact Factor value: 5.181

A frequent item set is an item set whose support is
greater than some user-specified minimum
support (denoted Lk, where k is the size of the
item set)
A candidate item set is a potentially frequent item
set (denoted Ck, where k is the size of the item
set)

Pass 1
Generate the candidate item sets in C1
Save the frequent item sets in L1
Pass k

distance matrix G between data points;
2: for each data point xi ∈ X, i = 1...n do
3: Calculate the density Di as Eq. (1);
4: end for
5: The point with the highest density Dc1 is selected as the
first center. Set k = 1;
6: while Dck/Dc1> ε do
7: for each point xi ∈ X, i = 1...n−k, except the chosen
centers do
8: Update the density Di as Eq. (2);
9: end for
10: The new center with the highest density Dck is selected.
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Set k = k + 1;
11: for attribute a ∈ A, A is the attribute set of X do
12: for each data point xi ∈ X, i = 1...n do
13: Calculate the effect of attribute a to sample i in
clustering as Eq. (3);
14: end for
15: Sum the effects of attribute a to all samples in
clustering as Eq. (7); // The importance of the ath
attribute to select the k-th representative record is
obtained.
16: end for
17: end while
( ) / (k − 1) > σ
18: The attributes with I =∑

There are a total of 150 data entries. Data is divided into
the following types: 60%-20%-20%, 90 training entries, 30
test entries and 30 validation entries. The data records the
characteristics of iris flowers .There are 4 attributes .These
4 attributes are used to predict features more relevant to
economic development than others. After searching for the
best parameters, as described above, this study uses two
performance indicators, mean square error (MSE) and CPU
time, to verify the performances of the BPLA and SVM. In
terms of CPU time required, the BPLA yields better results
than the SVM. As shown in below graph.
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1.

i.

ii.

Generate the candidate item sets in Ck from the
frequent
item sets in Lk-1
Join Lk-1 p with Lk-1q, as follows:
insert into Ck
select p.item1, p.item2, . . . , p.itemk-1, q.itemk-1
from Lk-1 p, Lk-1q
where p.item1 = q.item1, . . . p.itemk-2 = q.itemk2, p.itemk-1 < q.itemk-1
Generate all (k-1)-subsets from the candidate item
sets in Ck
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Prune all candidate item sets from Ck where some
(k-1)-subset of the candidate item set is not in the
frequent item set Lk-1

p-ISSN: 2395-0072

Feature Classification:o32



2. Scan the transaction database to determine the support
for each candidate item set in Ck

Success
Conditions:
communication
Failure
Conditions:
Authentication failure

Proper
Network

Network
failure

5. RESULT

3. Save the frequent item sets in Lk.

4.1 Mathematical Model
S:System;A system is defined as a set such that:S=I,P,O.
Where,

Below is the tabular result Table.1 generated which shows
the time complexity of both existing and proposed system.
The graph.1 depicts Data In KB Vs. Time Complexity.

Data in KB
128
256

time complexity for
Feature Extraction
[Proposed system] in
second
0.51
0.63

time complexity for
Feature
Extraction
[Exisitng system] in
second
1
1.2

384
512
640

0.76
0.91
1

1.42
1.6
1.79

U:Set of users
=UR:Set of Registered Users,UN:Set of
Users

e-ISSN: 2395 -0056

UN-Registered

I:Set of Input.
O:Set of output.
P:Set of Processes.
INPUT SET DETAILS:

Table.1: Comparison of existing and proposed system

1.PHASE1:REGISTRA
TION.
Ir=username:ir1,
Address:ir2,
Pincode:ir3,
Mobileno:ir4,
Email:ir5
OUTPUTSETDETAILS:
1.PHASE1: REGISTRATION.O1=userid:o11
Password:o12
2.PHASE2: Data Processing

Graph.1: Graphical representation

O2=Feature Data:o21

6. CONCLUSION

3.PHASE3: Result

The assimilation effectively solves certain large

O3= extracted feature set:o31,
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